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First, our main result is the reverse theorem in mathematical programming 
problems, where objective and constraint functions satisfy “separability” and “strict 
monotonicity” in dynamic programming. Second, the reverse functions to such 
functions are defined anew, and their properties and explicit forms are specified. 
The definition of reverse function is a sequentially parametric extension of the usual 
definition of inverse function. Third, it is shown that a reverse operation commutes 
with dual and inverse operations provided that dual and inverse theorems hold. 
respectively. Finally, three multiconstraint main programs, together with their 
reverse ones, including a linear main program together with its reverse, dual and 
reversedual ones, five single-constraint main programs together with their inverse. 
reverse and reverse-inverse ones, and three unconditional main programs with their 
reverse ones are analytically solved by applications of the reverse theorem. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Revesal among other operations for dynamic programming (DP) on one- 
dimensional state space was first introduced by Iwamoto Ill 1. He [ 10 ] also 
established the reverse theorem between main and reversed DPs on n- 
dimensional state space. It was applied to the well-known linear equation 
quadratic criterion control process and to a terminal control process [ 121. 
This paper studies the class of “reversible” mathematical programming 
problems. A sufficient condition for reversibility is DP structure. A 
mathematical programming problem is said to have DP structure if both 
objective and constraint functions are recursive functions with strict 
increasingness [5-81. Our recursiveness is equivalent to Nemhauser’s 
separability [ 131. 
Section 2 defines recursive function with strict increasingness and its 
reverse function. The former is a sequentially and parametrically composed 
function of strict increasing functions. The latter is a corresponding inverse 
function of the former in a sense. Given a (main) mathematical program 
where objective and constraint functions are recursive functions with strict 
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increasingness, we define its reverse program by use of the associated reverse 
functions and by the negation of its optimizer. A reverse theorem, like a dual 
theorem, in this mathematical programming is established. It states that the 
reverse program with parameter u has the minimum value 0 and a minimum 
point if and only if the main program has the maximum value u and the 
same maximum point. Some useful information on its proof, extension, and 
applicability are given. 
Section 3 shows that the reverse function has properties analogous to the 
inverse function. According to the recursive functions with strict 
increasingness the explicit expressions of their reverse functions are 
illustrated. It is shown that the reverse functions of additive, multiplicative, 
and multiplicative additive functions are also additive, multiplicative, and 
multiplicative additive functions, respectively. 
In Section 4 reversion is investigated in relation to inversion of single- 
constraint program. It is shown that reverse and inverse operations are 
commutative. Both operations yield reverse-inverse (= inverse-reverse) 
programs. 
Section 5 shows that reverse and dual operations for a linear program 
commute. They yield reverse-dual (= dual-reverse) programs. 
The last section applies the reverse theorem to multiconstraint, single- 
constraint, and unconditional programs, where objective and constraint 
functions are additive, multiplicative, or multiplicative additive. A linear 
program yields dual, reverse, and reverse-dual ones. Five single-constraint 
programs are accompanied by their inverse, reverse, and reverse-inverse 
ones. Reverse, reverse-dual, and reverse-inverse programs are analytically 
solved by applications of the reverse theorem, in addition to the aid of the 
dual theorem, and inverse theorem. 
2. REVERSE THEOREM 
Let X, be an interval of p,-dimensional Euclidean space Rpn for 
1 < n < N, where N > 2. Define X as the Cartesian product 
X=X,xX,x ***xx,. 
Then X can be identified with an interval of RP, where p = Cf= 1 p,. A 
continuous function f: X + R’ is called a recursive function on X if it is 
expressed as 
f(x,,x 2,“‘, x,) =f,(+ ;fz(x z;...;fN-1(xN--l ;fXTv)) *..>), 
where f,:X,Xrange(f,+,)-+R’ (l<n<N-1) and fN:XN+RL are 
continuous [3, p. 34; 6, p. 254; 7, p. 439; 8, p. 951. In particular,fis called a 
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recursive function with strict increasingness on X if fJx,; .): 
range(f,+ ,) + R ’ is strictly increasing for x, E X, , 1 < n < N - 1. Here note 
that rawe(fJ = 1~; z =f,(x,;y), (x,,Y) E X, x rawe(f,+,)}, 1 < n <N- 1, 
and range(&) = { z; z =fN(xN), xN E X,} are intervals of R ‘. Further we 
remark that the definition is weaker than the definition in [3, 7, 81, where the 
strict increasingness off, has been assumed. 
Given a recursive function f with strict increasingness on X, define its 
reversefinctionf_, orF:X,xX,~,x...xX,xC~R’by 
f-,(xN,xN-,,...,xlrc) or F(xy, x.+ , ,..., x,, c) 
= -fN(x,) + (f $y - l 0 (f p;> ’ 0 . . . 0 (J-T’) ‘(c), 
where C = range(fr), f t”(.) =f,(x,; .) (x, E X,, 1 < n <N - I), (f ;“)-I is 
the inverse function off ",", and o is the composition of functions. Note that F 
is a recursive function with strict increasingness on X, X . .. X X, X C. 
Throughout the paper,f, g, and h stand for recursive functions with strict 
increasingness. Then F, G, and H, or f-, , g_, and h_, stand for their reverse 
functions, respectively. 
Consider the following optimization problem on X=X, X ..+ X X,: 
optimize f (xl, x2 ,..., x,), (2.1) 
subject o (1) &, 3 x2,..., $4 = c, 
tb, h(xl,xz,...,x,\J=d, (2.2) 
(P+ 1) x,EXn7 l<n<N, 
where f, g,..., h are (p + 1) recursive functions with strict increasingness on 
X, and p is a nonnegative integer. According to whether p > 2, p = 1, or 
p = 0, problem (2. l), (2.2) is called multiconstraint, single-constraint, or 
unconditional programs, respectively. The first two are conditional. 
The unconditional program becomes 
optimize f (x1 , x2 ,..., xN), (2.3) 
subject o (1) x, E X,V, l<n<N. (2.4) 
We note that f, g,..., h are expressed as 
f (x, 2 x2,..., XpJ =f,(x* ;f2@2 ;“.;fN(xN)) . ..) (2.5) 
&Xl 9 x2 ,***, -4 = g,(x, ; g,(x, b-i g&N)) ...I (2.6) 
h(x,, x2,..., x,,J = h,(x, ; h,(x, ;...; k&J) -..I, (2.7) 
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where f,(x,; ~1, g (x, ; .I, and h,(x,; a> are strictly increasing for x, E X,, 
1 < n < N - 1. We call the optimization problem (2.1), (2.2), or (2.3), (2.4) 
main program (MP). 
On the other hand, we consider the following problem: 
optimize f&v, XN-, ,**., x,, u>, 
subject to (1)’ G(x,~, x,p , ,..., x, , c) = 0 
(2.8) 
tdlt H(X&., XN- , )...) x, , d) = 0, 
(2.9) 
(p+ 1)’ X,EX,, N>?Z>l, 
where u is a given constant. If p = 0, then the problem reduces to the uncon- 
ditional problem: 
optimize q-Q, X,-I ,-.., x, 9 u), (2.10) 
subject to ( 1)’ x, E X, , N>n>l, (2.11) 
where optimize means either minimize or maximize according to optimize as 
either maximize or minimize, and N > n > 1 means that time n runs 
backwards. The problem (2.8) (2.9) or (2.10) (2.11) is called a reverse 
program (RP) to MP (2.1), (2.2) or (2.3) (2.4), respectively. 
Our main result, the reverse theorem, characterizes the correspondence of 
optimal structure between main and reverse programs for a particular choice 
of parameter 24. 
THEOREM (reverse theorem). (i) Zf the main program has the optimum 
value u and an optimum point (XT, x:,..., x,*), then the reverse program for 
this value of u has the optimum value 0 and an optimum point 
(xf, x; )...) xN*). 
(ii) If the reverse program for some value of u has the optimum value 
0 and an optimum point (a,, .CZ,..., a,), then the main program has the 
optimum value u and an optimum point (a,, 2z ,,.., 2,V). 
Proof. It suffices to prove theorem for the case opt = max for (i) alone, 
since proof of (ii) is essentially the same as proof of (i). Let u and 
(XT-Y-9 x:) be the maximum value, and a maximum point of MP. Then it 
holds that 
u =f(xF,..., x,*), 
g(x,*,..., x,*) = c, 
h(x:,..., x;) = d, 
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and 
which imply 
F(x; )...) XIy., u) = 0, 
G(x,* ,..., x:, c) = 0. 
H(x,* ,..., xf. d) = 0. 
and 
x,* E x,, N>n>1 
Thus (x~;,..., x:) is a feasible point of RP for U. In fact this is a minimum 
point. If not, then there exists an (2 ,,,,..., 2,) such that 
F(&,...., 2,. u) < 0, 
G(i,,r ,..., .?,,c)=O, 
H(Z,,..., 2,, d) = 0, 
and 
$EX,, N>n> 1. 
Reversing the functions F, G,..., and H, we have in turn 
24 <f(2, ,..., a,.), 
g(.;, ,...) &) = c, 
and 
h(2, ,... ,a,) = d. 
&EX,, 1 < n < TJ. 
This contradicts the maximality of u for MP. Therefore, (x,,*,.... XT) is a 
minimum point and 0 is the minimum value of RP for U. This completes the 
proof. 
Now let us discuss the proof, extension, and applicability of the reverse 
theorem. First, we remark that the proof is valid even if p = 0, i.e., even if 
both main and reverse programs are unconditional. Second, for the case 
p > 1, the equality sign = in the constraints of MP may be replaced with 
inequality signs 2, <, >, or <. Then, reversing the signs in the corresponding 
constraints of RP, we see that the reverse theorem remains valid for this 
case. 
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Finally, we should remark that the reverse theorem transforms an optimal 
solution of one program into an optimal solution of the other program. The 
theorem does not approach finding an optimal solution, which is another 
problem for both programs. However, this problem has been solved through 
dynamic programming approachs [l-8]. Thus we have at least one method 
to solve both programs. In some cases, the Lagrange multiplier’s method 
and/or other techniques may be available. 
3. REVERSE FUNCTIONS 
A recursive function 
ftx *,***, XN) =f:l(f’S’(...f~:GfN(XN)) * **I> 
with strict increasingness on X, x X, x . . . X X, is a sequentially parametric 
composition of f,(x,), f F:;,..., f :I, where f 2 (x, E X,, , 1 < n < N - 1) are 
continuous and strictly increasing. Therefore the definition of reverse 
function may be viewed as a sequentially parametric extension of the usual 
definition of inverse function. We have the following analogous properties: 
f- I(XN, x,,- 1,*--Y x1 ,f (x1, x2 ,***, xN)) = O, 
f,(-% ifi@ 2 ;“‘;fN- dxN-1 ;fNtxN) 
+f-~(xN,xN-,L,‘.‘,~l,~))“‘))=~, x, EX”, l<n<N. 
Since F is a recursive function with strict increasingness on X, x 
X N-, x “’ x X, x C in the sense that the following decomposition holds: 
F(x~,x~-~,...,x,,c)=-~~(x~) + (fF:;)-’ 0 **a 0 (f;‘)-‘(c) 
‘ltxN; Y) = -fNcxN) + Y, 
Fn(x,-,+,;I’)= (f%:;)-‘(Y), l<n<N, 
and 
FN+ I@) = C, 
its reverse function F- ,(c, x, , x2 ,..., d): C x X, x X2 x +a. x X, x D + R ’ is 
also a recursive function with strict increasingness on C x X, x X2 x ... x 
X, x D, where D = range(F,). Note that 
F-,tc, x1, X2,..., xN, d)= df-,)--1(C,X1,X2,...,XN,d) 
= --c +f1(x, ;f*(x 2 ;me*;fN-,(x,,l-, ;fi,(x,,7) + d, ‘*‘))* 
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In particular we have 
(f-*)-1(0~X1,X2,...,X~,0)=f(X~,x2 )...) XN). 
This equality partially justifies that the reverse function of the reverse 
function of a function is also the function. 
We summarize the typical recursive functions with strict increasingness on 
x,xX*x... x X, and their reverse functions, where X, is an interval of 
Rpn. The detailed forms of recursive functions only were enumerated in 16 ]. 
(See also Furukawa and Iwamoto [2].) Throughout the remainder of this 
section,1 and f- I stand forf(x, , x2 ,..., xN) and f- ,(x,, xNP, ,..., x, , c), respec- 
tively. Furthermore, according to the following sections, we assume that 
t,, g,: X, + R ’ are appropriate functions. 
3.1, Recursive Additive Functions with Strict Increasingness 
We have 
f=g,(x,) + tl(xl)g*(xz) + t,(x,) tz(xz)&(-~3) 
+ ..* + t,(xl>~,(x,) ... L,(X,--,)&Y&z). 
Also. 
c-g,(x,) 
t,(x,) - g,(x*) 
t2@2) -g&3) 
. . 
b-2(x,-*) -g,.- ,(x,- I) f- I = -lhkJ + t,v I h - I ) 
Note that f-i is also recursive additive. Four special cases of recursive 
additive function-multiplicative additive, divided additive, exponential 
additive, and logarithmic additive functions-are illustrated in 16 ]. The 
reader will easily find their reverse functions. Multiplicative additive and 
exponential additive functions, and their reverse functions are used in 
examples in the last section. 
3.2. Additive Functions 
We have 
f = g,(x,> + g,(x,) + ... + &vkV)~ 
f_,=-g,(x,)-g,-,(x,-,)--..-gg,(x,)+c. 
This is the fifth special case t,(x,) = 1 in Section 3.1. f_ , is also additive. 
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3.3. Multiplicative Functions 
We have 
f = g,(x,) g*w ‘** &kv)~ 
n 
f-l= 
L 
gN(XN)g~-,(X,~~I)...gl(XI)’ 
Note that f-, is also multiplicative. Both additive and multiplicative 
functions, and their reverse functions are used in examples in Section 6. 
3.4. Backward Power Functions 
We have 
U\(X\) Ji 
1% 
log c 
1% g,(x,) 
1% gA-4 
3.5. Forward Power Funciions 
We have 
4. REVERSE AND INVERSE OPERATIONS 
FOR SINGLE-CONSTRAINT PROGRAM 
A single-constraint program is not only reversible but also invertible in the 
sense of Iwamoto [3-81. This section shows that if the inverse theorem 
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holds, then reverse and inverse operations for single-constraint program are 
commutative. 
We consider the case when p = 1 in the main program (2.1), (2.2) and 
reverse program (2.8), (2.9): 
(Ml opt j-(x, , xz ,..., xy), 
s.t. (1) g(x,,x 2,..., xN) = c (E ran&g, )I 
(2) .Y, E x,, I<tl<N, 
(R) opt F(x,., x .p , , ,...’ -x, 3 u(c)), 
s.t. (1 ) G(x,, x,\, r ,..., x,, c) = 0 (c E range(g, 1) 
(2) .x, E x,, 3 I<tl<N, 
where u(c) is the optimum value of (M). Then the inverse programs to (M ). 
(R) become 
(I) opt g(x, . x* ,..., XV), 
s.t. ( I ) f(x, , x2 . . . . . X\) = c (E raw(f, 1) 
(2) x, E x,, 1 < n < N, 
(IR) opt G(s,,..~.,m ,,.... .Y,,c). 
s.t. (1) F(X,!,.Y, , 3.. , .Y , . u(c))= d (E ran&F, 1) 
(2) x, E x,, . iVan> 1. 
respectively. Furthermore, the reverse program to (I) reduces 
(RI) opt G(s,, , s,, ~, . . . . . x,, c(c)). 
s.t. ( I ) F(xv, x, , ).... x, . c) = 0 Cc E rangeIf, 1) 
(2) x,EX,. N>n> 1, 
where P(C) is the optimum value of (I). 
When the inverse theorem 15. 7 1 holds. we have 
L’(C) = u ‘(c). c E range(f, ). (4. I 1 
Setting d = 0 and substituting (4.1) in (IR) yield 
(IR),, ,, opt G(x,, X, , ,..., x,, c), 
s.t. (1) F(X ,,., Y,- I..... s 
(2) -x,, E x,,. 
N~x;‘f”“o 
/ / . 
Therefore, it is shown that if the inverse theorem between (M) and (I) holds, 
then (RI) is identical with (IR),:,. Both reverse and inverse operations 
commute in this sense. 
We remark that (IR)d=, is also expressed as 
(IRL=, opt -g,v(x) + (g;;‘:;)-J 0 *.. 0 (g;‘) ‘(c), 
s.t. (1) -f,(x,V)+(f~J--‘O ... ‘J(f:‘)-‘(U(C))==0 
(2) x,EX,, N>n> I. 
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If (opt, =) is replaced with (Max, <) in (M), then the resulting programs (R), 
(I), and (RI) have (Min, a), (Min, >), and (Max, <), respectively. 
5. REVERSE AND DUAL OPERATIONS FOR LINEAR PROGRAM 
A recursive program with strict increasingness or simply recursive 
program is a mathematical program whose objective and constraint functions 
are recursive functions with strict increasingness. Similarly, additive 
program, linear program, recursive additive program, exponential additive 
program, and other programs are defined. Note that additive programs, 
which include linear programs, are reversible. 
This section shows that if the duality theorem holds, then reverse and dual 
operations for linear program are commutative. First, we consider a pair of 
primal (= main) and dual programs for the standard linear programming: 
(M) Max (c, x> s.t. (1) Ax<b (2) x>o 
(D) Min (b, y) s.t. (2) A’y < c (2) JJ>o, 
c: n-vector, A: m x n-matrix, b: m-vector, 
( , ): inner product and ’ : transpose. 
Let u and v be the maximum and minimum values, respectively. Then the 
reverse programs to (M) and (D) become 
(R) Min -(c, x) + u s.t. (1) -Ax + b > 0 (2) x20 
(RD) Max -(b, y) + v s.t. (1) -A’y+c<O (2) Y20, 
respectively. 
Now rewriting (R) yields 
(R) Min (-c, x) + u s.t. (1) (--A)x > -b (2) x2 0. 
Applying dual operation on the homogeneous program, i.e., on (R) without 
u, we see that the dual program of (R) reduces to 
(DR) Max (--b, y) + u s.t. (1) (-A)‘y < -c (2) Y>O. 
Under the assumption that the duality theorem between (M) and (D) holds, 
we have u = v. This implies that (DR) is equivalent o 
(DR) Max -(b, y) + v s.t. (1) -A’y+c<O (2) Y>O. 
Therefore, we have seen that if the duality theorem between (M) and (D) 
holds, then (DR) is identical with (RD). 
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6. APPLICATIONS 
The following three sections illustrate multiconstraint, single-constraint, 
and unconditional programs, respectively, where objective and constraint 
functions are additive, multiplicative, or recursive additive. The main (M), 
inverse (I), and dual (D) stated have been analytically solved by Furukawa 
and Iwamoto [2] and Iwamoto [6, 91. Therefore, in this section, we are 
mainly concerned with reverse (R), reverse-inverse (RI), and reverse-dual 
(RD) programs. The latter three programs with the optimum value of the 
corresponding former three ones have the common optimum value 0 and the 
same optimum point as the former, respectively. This fact is the direct come- 
quence of the reverse theorem. A “separated” program which is just a 
“multiplicative” program in terms of this paper is presented by Iwamoto 
] 111. However, the following programs are not separated ones. 
6.1. Multiconstraint Programs 
First we consider additive program [ 6; p. 259 ]: 
(M) Max b,xy’ + bzx;* + ... + b,,xP;, 
s.t. (1) a,,xyll + a,,xT” + ... + a,,x~l~~< c, 
(2) a,,xy21 + a22xy22 + ... + aZnxz2Jl < c 12 
(4 amlx? + amzxqm? + ... + a,,x9,-n< c,, (30). 
Cm+ 1) x, 5 x2,..., I Y >o, n , 
where m,n> 1, and pj, b,i, qji, aij>O for 1 <i<m, l<j<n. Then the 
reverse program becomes 
(R) Min -b,xP,n - b, _, xf,n-,’ - . . . - b, x”l’ + u. 
s.t. (1)’ -alnx4,‘~~ - a I.+IXn--I ql.n-i - . . . - a,,,yyll + c, > 0. 
(2)’ -aZnxE2n - a, -.n , X9,?, I - ,.. - a,,xr/?’ + c, > 0 _ - 
(i2)f -amnxY,mn-aa,,,-,x~m.y I--...~u,,,x~~~~~+c,,,~~. 
(m + 1)’ x,, . x, , ,..., x / > 0. 
From the reverse theorem, (M) has the maximum value u and a maximum 
point (x:, xz*,..., x,*) if and only if (R) has the minimum value 0 and a 
minimum point (XT, xf ,..., xf). 
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The second program is a special case of (M) [6; p. 2651: 
(M) Max x + y, 
s.t. (1) x+y*<c, WV, 
(2) 2x+y<c, (>O), 
(3) X,Y>O. 
Thus (M) is additive but not linear. The author has shown that (M) has the 
maximum value u = u2(c1, CJ and the maximum point (x*, y*) = (x*(c,, c2), 
y*(c,, c2)) (see [6; p. 265)). Then, from the reverse theorem, its reverse 
program 
(R) Min -Y-X+~*(c,,c,), 
s.t. (1)’ -y*-x+c,~o, 
(2)’ -y - 2x t c* > 0, 
(3)’ X,Y>O 
has the minimum value 0 and the minimum point (x*, v*) = (x*(c, , c,), 
Y*(c, 9 c*))* 
The final program is linear and two-constraint as follows: 
(M) Min x, t 3x, t x3, 
s.t. (1) 8x, +x2 t 6x, > c (>O)Y 
(2) X, t 7x2 t 2X, > d (>O), 
(3) X1,X*,X3>0. 
Then its associated three programs become 
PI Max CY, t dy,, 
s.t. (1) 8~1 +y,< 1, 
(2) Y, + 7y, < 3, 
(3) 6y, + 2~2 < 1, 
(4) Y,,Y,>OY 
(R) Max -x3-3x,-x,tu, 
s.t. (1) -6x,-x2-8x,+c<O, 
(2) -2x, - 7x, - x, t d < 0, 
c3) x3~x2~xI >O, 
(RD) Min -dyz - CY, + v, 
s.t. (1) --Y,--y, t 1 >O, 
(2) -7Y2 --Y, + 3 > 0, 
(3) -2y,--Y, t 1 >O, 
(4) Y2,Yl 2 0. 
The easiest program is (D). This is solved by the simplex method. Then, the 
duality theorem, the principle of complementary slackness, and the reverse 
theorem yield the following solutions: 
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u = u(c, d) = 
c/10 + d/5 
c/40 + 1 ld/40 ’ 
r = c(c, d) = u(c, d). 
3d/7 
i 
(ci8.0.0) 
(x,“, XT. x,*) = (x::(c, d), xf(c, d), x.f(c, d)) = 
((c - 3d)/5.0. (-c + 8d),/10) 
! 
(0. (-c + 3d)/20. (7~ - d)/40) 
(0. 3d/7.0) 
[ (l/8.0) 
(.1:, ‘.I’:) = (.C,(c, d),&(c, d)) = 
(l/10, l/5) 
(l/40, 17/40) 
c>8d>O 
8d>c> 3d 
for 
3d>c> d/7 
d/7 > c > 0. 
6.2. Single-Constraint Programs 
Any single-constraint program is invertible in the sense of Iwamoto 
13-8, 11 I. Thus, given a single-constraint program (M), we can present 
associated three programs (I), (R), and (IR). The inverse theorem holds for 
two pairs ((M), (I)) and ((R), (IR)), and the reverse theorem for ((M), (R)) 
and ((I), (IR)). Therefore, when one program is solved by some (perhaps 
dynamic programming) method, other three programs are automatically 
solved from the two theorems. Four examples are illustrated without 
specifying their solutions. For the analytic solutions of (M) and (I). see the 
author’s reference cited in brackets. The optimum vallies of (R) and (IR) are 
common value 0. The optimum points of (R) and (IR) are the same 
optimum points as (M) and (I), respectively. 
EXAMPLE 1 [6, p. 266: 13, p. 85 1. 
CM) Max [[-G s.t. (I) $ r(x,) < c (20) 
(2) x,20, 1 < If < N. 
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(I) Min 5 T(x,) s.t. (1) i’r X. > c (20) 
1 I 
(R) Min 
(IR) Max 
s.t. 
(2) X” > 0, N>n>l, 
where r: [0, co)-, [0, co) is an onto strictly increasing and convex function. 
The case T(X) =x is specified by Bellman [ 1, p. 401. This special case is 
generalized to ‘another direction in Example 2. 
EXAMPLE 2 [6, p. 268; 9, p. 6951. 
(M) Max fix?, 
1 
(2) x, 2 0, l<n<N, 
(R) Min -xp+24u(c> 
I N-l 
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I 
St. (1) -Cqnx::+c>O (c > Oh 
N 
(2) x, > 0, N>n& 1, 
(IR) Max 
N 
(2) x, > 0, N>n>l, 
where p, > 0, q, > 0, and t, > 0 for 1 < n < N. 
EXAMPLE 3 11, p. 58; 6, p. 2701. 
N 
CM) Max nx, 
I 
s.t. (1) x,+2+ x3 -+ . . . + xN <c W), 
Xl x1x2 x,x2 *** X,-I 
(1) 
x3 Min x,+:+-+...+ xhz 
X1X2 x1x2 ... x,y-l 
s.t. (1) f&c OO), 
I 
(2) x, > 0, l<n<N, 
(R) Min -xN + dc) 111 x,, 
I N-l 
s.t. (I) -x,,J+x&1(xN-2(**’ (x,(c-x,)) *” -x,-2) 
-xN-,)>/o (c > O), 
(2) x, > 0, N>n>l, 
(IR) Max -$,+X,,J-,(~N-~(‘*- (x,(+)--l)) “’ -x,-,)-x&,) 
(1) c N 
in 
xn< 1 (c > 0). 
1 
(2) x,>o, N<n< 1. 
40919511.2 
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Note that the transformation 
y, =x1ry2=- ,...,YN = xN , 
XIX2 *‘* x,-, 
namely, 
Xl =Y1, x2 =YlY,, 
2 (2” -2, (p--3) 
X~=yly2~3~-~~~,“=Yl Y, 
2 
“‘YN-,YN-lYA 
transforms (M) into the following special form of (M) in Example 2: 
(M) Max y;2”-‘) (2-9 
Y2 ***Y;-lYN~ 
s.t. (1) (>O), 
(2) Y” > 03 l<n<N. 
The transformed forms of (I), (R), and (IR) are straightforward. 
EXAMPLE 4 19, p. 6991 (additive program). 
N 
(M) Max \‘XE, 
f 
N 
s.t. (1) y@,+xJP<C (> ;: bP) - II 3 
I I 
(2) x, >o, l<n<N, 
(1) Min $’ (b, + xJp, 
N 
s.t. (1) s.Xpn>c (>O), 
1 
(2) x, > 0, l<n<N, 
1 
(R) Min -; x”, + u(c), 
s.t. (1) -$(b,+x.)“+c,O (+:), 
(2) x, > 03 N>n> 1, 
(IR) Max -i (6, + xJP + v(c), 
N 
MATHEMATICALPROGRAMMING 
s.t. (1) &+c<O - n (c > 0). 
‘V 
(2) x,>o, N>n>l, 
where p > 1 and b, > 0 for 1 < n < N. 
EXAMPLE 5 19, p. 7001 (additive program). 
‘2; 
(M) Max Tb,x,. 
s.t. (1) \;‘- x”,< c (20). - 
(2) x, 3 0, l<n<N, 
Min <. P (1) ,x,,, 
s.t. (1) ;7 b,x, > c (>O). 
-i 
(R) Min -+ b,x, + u(c), - 
\ 
s.t. (1) -\‘xf:+c>O 
7 
(c > Oh 
(2) x,zo, Nan>, 1, 
(IR) Max -\‘ x; + c(c), 
\ 
s.t. (1) -“b,x,+c<O 
7 
(c > 0). 
(2) x,>o, N>n21, 
where p > 1 and b, > 0 for 1 < n < N. 
6.3. Unconditional Programs 
This section illustrates three unconditional recursive programs-an 
exponential additive program and two multiplicative additive programs. The 
reader will find that recursive additive program is more interesting than 
additive and multiplicative ones. This results from the fact that both addition 
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and multiplication are commutative, but recursive addition is not com- 
mutative. 
First we consider the following exponential additive program on RN: 
(M) Max (1 -x1)@-I + (1 -x2)ex1+x2 + . . . + (1 -xN)exl+x2+...++f, 
s.t. (1) x,ER’, l<n<N. 
This main program is stated by Bellman [ 1, p. 1021 and solved by Furukawa 
and Iwamoto [2, p. 12 11. Then the reverse program becomes 
up + x1 - 1 
e-Q +x,-- 
(R) Min (xN- l)eXX+ 
e xv-2 
$Xx-*- 1 
ex,\ - I +x,-,-l, 
s.t. (1)’ x, E R’, N>n>l. 
It is shown that (M) has the maximum value uN and the maximum point 
( x1*,x F ,..., x,$) = (uNel, uN-* ,..., u’), where 
i. 4 
c ‘1, 
u”=O, ui=l, u*=e, U3=ee ,..., UN=ee’ 
(N - 1) factors. 
Therefore, the reverse theorem gives (R) with u = uN the minimum value 0 
and a minimum point (x1*, xf ,..., x,$) = (nNP1, &* ,..., u”). 
Similar analyses remain valid for the following two pairs of multiplicative 
additive programs: 
(M) Max (l-X~)X,+~~(l-xx,)X~+~~~+x~x~~~*x~-~(l-x~)x~~ 
s.t. (1) o<x, < 00, l<n<N, 
(R) Min (xN-l)xN+(xN-,-I)+ xN;i-T1 +... 
u 
+ 
x, - 1 
+ 7 XN-IXN-~ *.a X2 x,-,x,-, ‘*’ x, 
s.t. (1)’ o<x,< co, Nan>1 
[solution: no = 0, uN-“+’ = ((1 + ~~-“)/2)*, 1 Q n <N 
( ,*,..., $9 x xN*) = ((1 + #N-7/2, (1 + u7/2,..., l/2)]. 
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(M) Max x,(1 -x,)+x,x:(1 -x2)+ ... +x,x; .SS.~~(l -x,~), 
St. (1) o<x, -c a, l<FZ<N, 
(R) Min (x,- 1)x;+ (x,-,- 1)f xyL; l 
x,- 1 u 
+ .*. + N-l N-2 2+ 
XN-,XN-2 ‘*’ x2 XN-1XN-2 ... ’ N-l V-2 *I 
s.t. (1)’ 0 < X” < 00, N>n>l 
L solution: 24’ = 0, uNen+’ = (-$)‘(&) (1 +wV-Til, 
1 < n <N, (x;k, xf ,..., xz) = ((1 + u,“-‘)/2 
(1 + ~~-~)/3,..., N/(N + 1)) 1 . 
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